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Abstract
In paper [3] on the classification of second-order PDEs with four
independent variables that possess partner symmetries, asymmetric
heavenly equation appears as one of canonical equations admitting
partner symmetries. It was shown that all these canonical equations,
together with general heavenly equation of Dubrov and Ferapontov [4],
provide potentials for anti-self-dual Ricci-flat vacuum metrics [1,2,5],
the asymmetric heavenly equation presenting the only exception so far.
Our aim here is to show that the latter equation also governs anti-self-
dual vacuum heavenly metric. We present the corresponding basis of
null vector fields, null tetrad of coframe 1-forms and the general form
of the metric. We obtain a multi-parameter polynomial solution of our
equation which yields a family of metrics with the above properties.
Riemann curvature 2-forms are also explicitly presented for the cubic
solution to modified heavenly equation in [4], which is a particular
case of the asymmetric heavenly equation.
PACS numbers: 02.30.Jr, 02.40.Ky, 04.20.Jb
AMS classification scheme numbers: 35Q75, 83C15
1 Introduction
In his pioneering paper [1], Pleban˜ski showed that for anti-self-dual (ASD)
metrics complex Einstein equations reduce to a single scalar partial differen-
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tial equation (PDE) for a potential of the metric, namely, first and second
heavenly equations of Pleban˜ski. After imposing reality conditions on the
complex Ka¨hler metric, the first heavenly equation becomes either elliptic
or hyperbolic complex Monge-Ampe`re equation governing Ka¨hler-Einstein
metric with Euclidean or neutral (ultrahyperbolic) signature, respectively.
Later Husain presented another scalar PDE which determined a potential
of an ASD Ricci-flat metric [2]. In our paper with Malykh [3], we classified
with respect to point and Legendre transformations all scalar second-order
PDEs with four complex variables, which possess partner symmetries (and
as a consequence admit a two-dimensional divergence form) and contain only
second derivatives of the unknown. The two heavenly equations of Pleban˜ski
and the Husain equation, together with mixed heavenly equation related to
the latter one, arise as canonical equations in this classification. The gen-
eral heavenly equation of Dubrov and Ferapontov [4] does not appear in our
classification because it admits only a three-dimensional divergence form and
hence does not possess partner symmetries (in the usual sense) to serve as a
tool for its integration. Recently we had obtained a description of ASD grav-
ity in terms of solutions of the latter equation together with its real forms
corresponding to Euclidean and neutral signature [5].
The only remaining canonical equation in our classification as well as
in the classification of [4], whose relation to ASD gravity has not yet been
studied, is the asymmetric heavenly equation
u14u24 − u12u44 + au34 + bu13 + cu11 = 0 (1.1)
together with modified heavenly equation of Dubrov and Ferapontov [4],
which is a special case of (1.1) when a = c = 0, b = 1. Here and later on
u = u(z1, z2, z3, z4) and uij = ∂
2u/∂zi∂zj . Bi-Hamiltonian structure of (1.1)
was recently discovered in [6].
The purpose of this study is to discover the relation between the asym-
metric heavenly equation and ASD gravity and thus fill in the gap in the
description of ASD gravity in terms of solutions of heavenly equations.
In section 2, we present a Lax pair for the asymmetric heavenly equation
which is a slight generalization of the Lax pair in [4]. A null tetrad for ASD
vacuum metric governed by this equation is constructed here by satisfying
conditions of the Ashtekar-Jacobson-Smolin-Mason-Newman theorem [7–9].
In section 3, we construct coframe basis 1-forms and ASD Ricci-flat met-
ric which yields an explicit description of anti-self-dual gravity in terms of
solutions of the asymmetric heavenly equation.
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In section 4, we impose reality conditions on the equation and the metric
and determine the signature of the real metric to be neutral (ultra-hyperbolic)
for any solution of the real version of the asymmetric heavenly equation.
In section 5, we find the simplest nontrivial polynomial solution of equa-
tion (1.1) which is a cubic polynomial that depends on 18 free parameters.
In section 6, we locate singularities of our metric and the corresponding
Riemann curvature. We are also able to present explicitly Riemann curva-
ture 2-forms in the particular case of a cubic solution to modified heavenly
equation (4.6). We have obtained curvature 2-forms in the general case of
the asymmetric heavenly equation (1.1) but the results are too lengthy to be
presented here. A family of heavenly metrics governed by the asymmetric
heavenly equation is explicitly presented for a particular simple choice of the
cubic solution to the latter equation. Riemann curvature 2-forms are also
given explicitly in this particular case.
In section 7, we present all point symmetries of equation (1.1) in the
generic case a · c 6= 0 and also all such symmetries in the special case a =
c = 0, b = 1 that corresponds to equation (4.6). We perform a complete
analysis of invariance condition for the cubic solution with respect to all
point symmetries of the equation and obtain the result that our solution is
invariant under two independent 1-parameter Lie symmetry subgroups. We
determine explicitly generators of these subgroups which, although depend
on all 18 parameters in our solution, cannot be annihilated by any choice
of these parameters. This necessarily implies the existence of two Killing
vectors which generate continuous symmetries of our metric (3.3) for the
solution (5.1).
2 Lax pair and null tetrad for ASD vacuum
metric
Lax pair for asymmetric heavenly equation (1.1) has the form
L0 = u14∂2 − u12∂4 + a∂3 + λ∂1
M0 = u44∂2 − u24∂4 − b∂3 − c∂1 + λ∂4. (2.1)
Indeed, if Φ = u14u24 − u12u44 + au34 + bu13 + cu11 is the left-hand side of
equation (1.1), we obtain for the commutator of operators L0 and M0
[L0,M0] = ∂4(Φ)∂2 − ∂2(Φ)∂4
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so that [L0,M0] = 0 on solutions of (1.1). Our Lax pair obviously generalizes
the Lax pair of Dubrov and Ferapontov in [4].
We use the Lax pair in the Ashtekar-Jacobson-Smolin theorem [7] (see
also Mason and Newman [8]). Notation and formulation of results follow the
book of Mason and Woodhouse [9]. Following the ideas in the recent book of
Dunajski [10], we could derive our Lax pair in a starightforward way, similar
to the procedure in [5].
Let Ω be a holomorphic function of z1, z2, z3, z4. Define operators L and
M by the relations
L0 = ΩL, M0 = ΩM (2.2)
with Ω yet unknown. Then
[L0,M0] = [ΩL,ΩM ] = 0 (2.3)
on solutions of (1.1). Define a tetrad W,Z, W˜ , Z˜ by splitting operators L
and M in the spectral parameter λ:
L =W − λZ˜, M = Z − λW˜ . (2.4)
Let ν be a holomorphic 4-form on a four-dimensional complex manifold with
the coordinates {zi} which satisfies the following two conditions
LL(Ω
−1ν) = LM(Ω
−1ν) = 0, (2.5)
where L denotes Lie derivative, and also the normalization condition
24ν(W,Z, W˜ , Z˜) = 1, (2.6)
Then, according to Proposition 13.4.8 in the book [9], W,Z, W˜ , Z˜ is a null
tetrad for the ASD vacuum metric.
We note that
LL0(dz
1 ∧ dz2 ∧ dz3 ∧ dz4) = LM0(dz
1 ∧ dz2 ∧ dz3 ∧ dz4) = 0,
which by virtue of the definition (2.2) of L and M is equivalent to
LL(Ωdz
1 ∧ dz2 ∧ dz3 ∧ dz4) = LM(Ωdz
1 ∧ dz2 ∧ dz3 ∧ dz4) = 0. (2.7)
Comparing (2.7) with the condition (2.5), we conclude that
ν = Ω2dz1 ∧ dz2 ∧ dz3 ∧ dz4. (2.8)
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From the definition (2.2) of L and M , we have L = Ω−1L0 and M = Ω
−1M0
which together with the definition of the Lax pair (2.1) and formulae (2.4)
yields the explicit form of the tetrad
W = Ω−1(u14∂2 − u12∂4 + a∂3), Z˜ = −Ω
−1∂1
Z = Ω−1(u44∂2 − u24∂4 − b∂3 − c∂1), W˜ = −Ω
−1∂4. (2.9)
Using these expressions and the form of ν in (2.8) in the normalization con-
dition (2.6), we obtain Ω:
Ω =
√
au44 + bu14, so that ∆
def
= au44 + bu14 = Ω
2 > 0. (2.10)
The restriction ∆ = au44 + bu14 > 0 in (2.10) can be easily overcome if we
make an odd permutation of the tetrad vectors in the normalization condi-
tion (2.6), e.g. 24ν(Z, Z˜,W, W˜ ) = 1. Then we find that ∆ = −Ω2 < 0.
Combining together these two cases, we obtain Ω =
√
|∆| and (2.9) yield the
final formulae for the null tetrad
W =
1√
|∆|
(u14∂2 − u12∂4 + a∂3), Z˜ = −
1√
|∆|
∂1
Z =
1√
|∆|
(u44∂2 − u24∂4 − b∂3 − c∂1), W˜ = −
1√
|∆|
∂4. (2.11)
According to the result from [9] cited above, formulas (2.11) define a null
tetrad for the ASD vacuum metric governed by the asymmetric heavenly
equation (1.1).
3 Coframe and ASD metric
Four basis 1-forms ωi = ωijdz
j , which constitute a coframe corresponding to
the null tetrad (2.11), should satisfy the bi-orthogonality conditions
ω1(W ) = ω2(Z) = ω3(W˜ ) = ω4(Z˜) = 1 (3.1)
with all other ωi(W ), ωi(Z), ωi(W˜ ), ωi(Z˜) vanishing. The coframe 1-forms
arise as a solution to these conditions including equations (3.1)
ω1 =
1√
|∆|
(
b dz2 + u44 dz
3
)
, ω2 =
1√
|∆|
(
a dz2 − u14 dz
3
)
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ω3 = −
1√
|∆|
{
(au24 + bu12) dz
2 + (u12u44 − u14u24) dz
3 +∆dz4
}
ω4 = −
1√
|∆|
(
∆dz1 + ac dz2 − cu14 dz
3
)
. (3.2)
The corresponding ASD vacuum metric has the form
ds2 = 2(ω2ω4 − ω1ω3) =
2
|∆|
{
α1(dz
2)2 + α2(dz
3)2 + α3dz
2dz3
+∆(b dz2dz4 − a dz1dz2 + u14 dz
1dz3 + u44 dz
3dz4)
}
(3.3)
where we have used the notation
∆ = au44 + bu14, α1 = b(au24 + bu12)− a
2c
α2 = u44(u12u44 − u14u24)− cu
2
14 (3.4)
α3 = b(u12u44 − u14u24) + u44(au24 + bu12) + 2acu14.
By using a Reduce program with the package EXCALC (Exterior Calculus
of Modern Differential Geometry), we have checked explicitly that the metric
(3.3) is indeed Ricci-flat on solutions of the asymmetric heavenly equation
and computed Riemann curvature 2-forms. These results are too lengthy to
be presented here. In section 6, we present curvature 2-forms for our cubic
solution, given in section 5, for modified heavenly equation (4.6) .
4 Reality condition and signature
In order to determine signature of the metric, we have to impose reality
conditions on the equation (1.1) and the metric (3.3) and then to bring the
metric to a diagonal form. The only possible reality condition for the complex
equation (1.1) is to consider all the variables zi and u to be real. Metric (3.3)
is a quadratic form in differentials dzi. Applying to it a standard algebraic
procedure for the reduction of a general quadratic form to a canonical one,
we obtain a diagonal form of the metric (3.3)
ds2 =
2
|∆|
[
l21
α1
+
l22
β1
−
l23
β2
+ l4 (dz
4)2
]
(4.1)
where
β1 = α2 −
α23
4α1
, β2 =
∆2
4
[
1
β1
(
u14 +
aα3
2α1
)2
+
a2
α1
]
(4.2)
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αi and ∆ are defined in (3.4) and li are defined as follows
l1 =
1
2
[
2α1 dz
2 + α3 dz
3 +∆(b dz4 − a dz1)
]
l2 = β1 dz
3 +
∆
4α1
(α14 dz
1 + α44 dz
4), l3 = β2 dz
1 +
∆2β
16α21β1
dz4
l4 =
∆2
4
[
∆2β2
64α41β
2
1β2
−
α244
4α21β1
−
b2
α1
]
. (4.3)
Here we have used the following shorthand notation
α14 = 2u14α1 + aα3, α44 = 2u44α1 − bα3, β = α14α44 − 4abα1β1. (4.4)
Of course, the canonical form to which one may reduce a given quadratic form
is by no means uniquely determined: any quadratic form may be diagonalized
in many different ways which will affect li, αi and βi in (4.1). But according to
the law of inertia for real quadratic forms, the number of positive squares and
negative squares in its diagonal form do not depend on the choice of reducing
transformation which agrees with the well-known fact that signature is an
invariant.
The form (4.1) is still too complicated to determine its signature. How-
ever, we can immediately conclude that to have Euclidean signature, we need
α1 and β1 to be of the same sign and then β2 will have the same sign too,
so the term with l23 will have an opposite sign. Therefore, unfortunately we
will not have the case of Euclidean signature (+ + ++).
For an independent check of our result, we will explicitly show that we
indeed have neutral signature. For this purpose, using relations between αi
and βi we simplify essentially coefficients of the squares in the metric (4.1)
as follows
ds2 =
2
|∆|
[
l21
α1
−
4α1l
2
2
∆2(u224 + 4cu12)
+
(u224 + 4cu12)
u12∆2
l23 −
(dz4)2
4u12
]
. (4.5)
We now list all possible cases and present the corresponding signatures with
the signs following the order of terms in (4.5). We assume that α1 > 0 since
otherwise we will just get an overall minus sign in the metric.
1. u12 > 0, u
2
24 + 4cu12 > 0 : (+−+−).
2. u12 < 0, u
2
24 + 4cu12 > 0 : (+ −−+).
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3. u12 > 0, u
2
24 + 4cu12 < 0⇒ c < 0 : (+ + −−).
4. u12 < 0, u
2
24 + 4cu12 < 0⇒ c > 0 : (+ + ++).
The first three cases obviously correspond to the neutral signature. The
fourth case seems to result in Euclidean signature but this would contradict
our previous conclusion that when the first two terms in (4.1) are of the
same sign, then the third term will have an opposite sign. Indeed, studying
relations between the quantities that we have introduce, we arrive at the
formula
u12 =
1
4∆2α1
(
α214 + 4a
2α1β1
)
.
This shows that when the first two terms in (4.5) (and hence in (4.1)) have
the same sign, which implies that α1 > 0 and β1 > 0 simultaneously, u12
cannot be negative. Therefore, case (iv) is not realized and we end up with
the neutral signature.
For completeness, we present also the particular case a = c = 0, b = 1
which corresponds to the modified heavenly equation in [4]
u14u24 − u12u44 + u13 = 0. (4.6)
In this particular case (4.5) reduces to the following ASD vacuum metric
governed by solutions of (4.6)
ds2 =
2
u12|u14|3
[
u214l
2
1 −
4u212
u224
l22 + u
2
24l
2
3 −
u214
4
(dz4)2
]
(4.7)
which for u12 > 0 obviously has the neutral signature (+−+−), while u12 < 0
only changes the overall sign.
It is surprising that there is only one real cross section of the asymmetric
heavenly equation which leads to the ASD vacuum metric (4.5) with the
neutral signature. For the well-known example of the first heavenly equation
of Pleban˜ski, there are two real cross sections: elliptic and hyperbolic versions
of the complex Monge-Ampe`re equation. We wonder what equation could
be the ‘partner’ of the asymmetric heavenly equation such that its real cross
section will govern ASD Ricci-flat metric with Euclidean signature?
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5 Cubic solution of asymmetric heavenly
equation
One of the advantages of describing ASD vacuum gravity by the asymmetric
heavenly equation is an easiness of obtaining polynomial solutions of the lat-
ter equation. Here we consider the simplest nontrivial case (with nonconstant
curvature tensor) of a cubic polynomial solution of the general form
u = c1(z
1)3 + (c2z
2 + c3z
3 + c4z
4)(z1)2
+
(
c5(z
2)2 + c6(z
3)2 + c7(z
4)2 + c8z
2z3 + c9z
2z4 + c10z
3z4
)
z1
+ c11(z
1)2 + c12z
1z2 + c13z
1z3 + c14z
1z4 + c15(z
2)3
+
(
c16z
3 + c17z
4
)
(z2)2 +
(
c18(z
3)2 + c19(z
4)2 + c20z
3z4
)
z2 (5.1)
+ c21(z
2)2 + c22z
2z3 + c23z
2z4 + c24(z
3)3
+
(
c25z
3 + c26z
4
)
z3z4 + c27(z
3)2 + c28z
3z4 + c29(z
4)3 + c30(z
4)2.
The expression (5.1) satisfies the asymmetric heavenly equation (1.1) when
ten coefficients are expressed in terms of other eighteen ones, which remain
as free parameters in the solution, while two other coefficients vanish. With
the notation δ = 3c17c29 − c
2
19, the relations between the coefficients of the
solution read
c2 = c19
c25
c217
, c3 =
3c
bc317
(c29c
3
5 − c1c
3
17), c4 = 3c29
(
c5
c17
)2
, c7 =
3c5c29
c17
c9 =
2c5c19
c17
, c10 = 0, c20 =
c17c8
c5
, c26 = 0,
c13 =
1
b
(2c12c30 − c14c23 − ac28 − 2cc11),
c30 =
c17
4c25δ
[3c8c29(ac17 + bc5) + 2c5c14δ]
c23 =
1
2c25c17δ
[
c8c19c
2
17(ac17 + bc5) + 2c5δ(c12c
2
17 − cc
2
5)
]
c6 =
3c2
b2
(
c1 − c29
c35
c317
)
−
a
b
c25 +
3c28c29c17
4bc25δ
(ac17 + bc5) (5.2)
where b · c5 · c17 · δ 6= 0.
Thus, formula (5.1) with coefficients determined by (5.2) yields a solu-
tion of asymmetric heavenly equation, in the form of a cubic polynomial
depending on eighteen parameters.
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In the particular case of the modifed heavenly equation (4.6), when a =
c = 0, b = 1 the coefficients c2, c4, c7, c9, c10, c20, c26 remain the same, while
the other ones simplify as follows
c3 = 0, c6 =
3c28c29c17
4c5δ
, c13 =
c8c17
2c5δ
(3c12c29 − c14c19)
c23 =
c17
2c5δ
(c8c19 + 2c12δ), c30 =
c17
4c5δ
(3c8c29 + 2c14δ). (5.3)
Our solution depends on 18 free parameters: c1, c5, c8, c11, c12, c14, c15, c16, c17,
c18, c19, c21, c22, c24, c25, c27, c28, c29. In the particular case of equation (4.6),
the number of parameters remains the same.
6 Family of ASD vacuum metrics and
curvature 2-forms
Using solution (5.1), (5.2) for u in the general form of our metric (3.3), we
obtain a family of ASD vacuum metrics depending on eighteen parameters.
The expression for this family of metrics is too lengthy to be exhibited even
in the particular case a = c = 0, b = 1 but we can locate its singularities,
which are zeros of its denominator, as a simple pole at ∆ = 0. Using our
solution for u with generic a, b, c, we obtain the explicit equation for the
singular manifold of the metric
2c5δ
{
2c5
[
c17c19z
2 + 3c29(c5z
1 + c17z
4)
]
+ c14c
2
17
}
+ 6ac8c29c
3
17 = 0 (6.1)
which determines a hyperplane in the four-dimensional space parallel to z3
axis. Another condition for singularities is ac17+bc5 = 0 which we can always
avoid by a suitable choice of c17 and c5 for a and b fixed in our equation (1.1).
Now consider a simpler case when a = c = 0 and b = 1 of the metric
governed by the modifed heavenly equation (4.6). The equation (6.1) for the
singular hyperplane simplifies as follows
D
def
= 2c5
[
c17c19z
2 + 3c29(c5z
1 + c17z
4)
]
+ c14c
2
17 = 0. (6.2)
In this case we are also able to present Riemann curvature 2-forms. We
introduce the shorthand notation
N = 2c5δz
2 + 3c8c17c29z
3 + c17(3c12c29 − c14c19) (6.3)
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and the 1-forms
ω12 = c5ω
1 + c17ω
2, ω34 = c17ω
3 + c5ω
4. (6.4)
Then the curvature 2-forms read
R23 = 36c
2
5c17c29
N
D3
ω12 ∧ ω34, R13 = R
2
4 = −
c17
c5
R23
R14 =
c217
c25
R23, R
1
2 = R
3
4 = 0. (6.5)
We observe that the pole of the metric at D = 0 in (6.2) remains in the
Riemann curvature tensor but it becomes a multiple pole of order three.
Further simplifications of the metric are possible by choosing appropri-
ate values of some of the free coefficients in our solution to the asymmetric
heavenly equation. As an example illustrating the form of the metric, let
us set to zero all coefficients of the solution except c5, c17 and c19, c29 which,
by the definition δ = 3c17c29 − c
2
19, satisfy our restriction for the solution:
c5 · c17 · δ 6= 0. With the shorthand notation
x = 3c5c29z
1 + c17
(
c19z
2 + 3c29z
4
)
, y = c5c19z
1 + c17
(
c17z
2 + c19z
4
)
ε = sign(ac17 + bc5)
the metric (3.3) becomes
ds2 =
ε
|x|
{
(2by − acc17)(dz
2)2 +
2
c17
x(2y + cc5)dz
2dz3
+ 2x
[
b dz2dz4 − a dz1dz2 +
2
c217
x(c5dz
1 + c17dz
4)dz3
]}
. (6.6)
Riemann curvature 2-forms for the metric (6.6) read
R23 =
9c25c17c29(2bδz
2 − 3acc29)
2(ac17 + bc5)2x3
ω12 ∧ ω34, R13 = R
2
4 = −
c17
c5
R23 (6.7)
R14 =
c217
c25
R23, R
1
2 = R
3
4 = 0. (6.8)
Here again the simple pole of the metric (6.6) at x = 0 converts to a pole of
order three at the same location.
We note that the relations between the different curvature 2-forms in (6.7)
are exactly the same as in (6.5) for the modified heavenly equation, whereas
the form R23 and hence all other nonzero forms are different. It should also
be mentioned that the vanishing of the two curvature 2-forms R12 = R
3
4 = 0
holds for all solutions of the asymmetric heavenly equation.
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7 Symmetries of asymmetric heavenly
equation
To decide if our solution (5.1) with conditions (5.2) are either invariant or
noninvariant solutions, i.e. whether they admit any symmetries of the equa-
tion (1.1) or not, we need to find all symmetries of the latter equation.
Here we first present the generators of all point symmetries of asymmetric
heavenly equation in the generic case when a·b·c 6= 0 (from now on, subscripts
after commas denote partial derivatives with respect to corresponding zi,
primes denote ordinary derivatives)
X1 = z
2∂2 + u∂u, X2 = −f,2 (z
2, z3)∂4 + ζf,3 (z
2, z3)∂u, X3 = g(z
2, z3)∂u
X∞ =
(
1
2a
H ′(z) +
c
b
m(z3)
)
∂1 −
(
N,3 (z
2, z3) +
bd
ac
z2
)
∂2
+m(z3)∂3 +
1
2b
[
H ′(z) +
2ac
b
m(z3)− 2
(
m′(z3) +
bd
ac
)
ζ
]
∂4 (7.1)
+
[
F (z) +
ac
2b2
z2H ′(z) +
ζ2
2b
N,33 (z
2, z3)−
a2c
b2
z1N,3 (z
2, z3)− 2dz2z4
+
bd
ac
u
]
∂u
where z = bz1 − cz3, ζ = az1 − bz4, and F,H,m,N are arbitrary smooth
functions, d is an arbitrary constant, whereas a, b, c are given coefficients of
equation (1.1).
In the special case of modified heavenly equation (4.6) when a = c = 0,
b = 1, the point symmetries become
X1 = 2z
2∂2 − z
4∂4, X2 = z
2∂2 + u∂u, X3 = g(z
3)∂2 −
(z4)2
2
g′(z3)∂u
X4 = l(z
1)∂u, X5 = m(z
1)∂1
X6 = −n
′(z3)z2∂2 + n(z
3)∂3 +
z2(z4)2
2
n′′(z3)∂u
X7 = h,2 (z
2, z3)∂4 + h,3 (z
2, z3)z4∂u, X8 = f(z
2, z3)∂u (7.2)
where g, l,m, n, f, h are arbitrary smooth functions.
For simplicity, we choose here the special case of symmetries (7.2) of
equation (4.6) with the solution of the same form (5.1) but with simplified
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expressions for the coefficients (5.3). The condition for invariance of this
solution under an arbitrary linear combination of the symmetry generators
(7.2) with arbitrary constant coefficients C1, C2 has the general form
(C1X1 + C2X2 +X3 +X4 +X5 +X6 +X7 +X8)
(
P (zi)− u
)
|u=P = 0
(7.3)
where P (zi) is our cubic polynomial solution (5.1) with some of the coeffi-
cients determined by (5.3). With expressions (7.2) for the symmetry gener-
ators, the condition (7.3) becomes
m(z1)P,1+
[
(2C1 + C2)z
2 + g(z3)− z2n′(z3)
]
P,2+n(z
3)P,3
+
(
h,2 (z
2, z3)− C1z
4
)
P,4−C2P (z
i) +
(z4)2
2
[
g′(z3)− z2n′′(z3)
]
− l(z1)− z4h,3 (z
2, z3)− f(z2, z3) = 0. (7.4)
The dependence of (7.4) on z4 is known explicitly, so we can split this equa-
tion into several ones by requiring that coefficients of different powers of z4
vanish. Vanishing of the coefficient of z1(z4)2 determines m′(z1). Equating to
zero the coefficient of z2(z4)2 yields a relation between h(z2, z3) and deriva-
tives of n(z3). Proceeding in a similar way and always preferring restrictions
on symmetries to those on coefficients of our solution, we finally end up with
a general solution of (7.4) where only two additive constants in n andm, that
is n0 and m0, are left undetermined whereas all other arbitrary constants and
functions in the symmetry generator in (7.3) are uniquely determined. This
means that generically, i.e. with no further restrictions on the coefficients of
the solution, there are exactly two independent symmetry generators which
leave our cubic solution invariant and X that satisfies (7.4) has the form
X = n0K1 + m0K2, where K1 and K2 are the two independent symmetry
generators that leave our solution invariant. This fact implies that there are
two Killing vectors which generate continuous symmetries of the ASD metric
that is governed by the cubic solution.
Here we present explicit forms of symmetries K1 and K2.
K1 = ∂3 +
c8c17
2c5δ
(c19∂4 − 3c29∂2) +
1
2c25δ
[
z4h1,3 (z
2, z3) (7.5)
+
1
2c17
(
K
(1)
22 (z
2)2 +K
(1)
33 (z
3)2 + 2K
(1)
23 z
2z3 +K
(1)
2 z
2 +K
(1)
3 z
3
)]
∂u,
K2 = ∂1 −
c5
c17
∂4 +
{
1
c317
[
3(c1c
3
17 − c29c
3
5)(z
1)2 + c217(2c11c17 − c5c14)z
1
]
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−
3c8c29
2δ
z4 +
1
4c5c17δ
(
K
(2)
33 (z
3)2) +K
(2)
2 z
2 +K
(2)
3 z
3
)}
∂u (7.6)
with the following notation for the constants
K
(1)
22 = 2c5c17[2c5c16δ + c8c17(c17c19 − 9c15c29)]
K
(1)
33 = c5
[
12c5c17c24δ + 2c8c
2
17(c19c25 − 3c18c29)
]
K
(1)
23 = c17
[
4c25c18δ + c8c17(c8c17c19 − 6c5c16c29
]
K
(1)
2 = c17
[
4c25c22δ + 2c8c17(c12c17c19 − 6c5c21c29) +
1
δ
c28c
2
17c
2
19
]
K
(1)
3 = 2c5c17[4c5c27δ − c8c17(3c22c29 − c19c28)]
K
(2)
33 = 3c
2
8c
2
17c29 − 4c
2
5c25δ, K
(2)
2 = −2c5c8c17c19
K
(2)
3 = 2c8c
2
17γ − 4c
2
5c28δ (7.7)
where δ = 3c17c29 − c
2
19, γ = 3c12c29 − c14c19. Coefficients (7.7) determine
function f(z2, z3) in generator X8 in (7.2). Function h(z
2, z3) in generator
X7 in (7.2) has the form h = n0h1(z
2, z3) +m0h2(z
2, z3) + h0, where
h1 =
1
4c25δ
[
(4c25c25δ − 3c
2
8c
2
17c29)(z
3)2 +
2
c17
(2c25c28δ − c8c
2
17γ)z
3
+ 2c5c8c17c19z
2
]
, h2 = −
1
2c17δ
(2c5δz
2 + 3c8c17c29z
3) (7.8)
and h0 is an arbitrary constant not involved in the symmetry generators K1
and K2 containing only derivatives of h. We note that generators K1 and
K2 in (7.5) and (7.6), respectively, depend on the coefficients of our solution
(5.1). This means that changing the solution by varying the coefficients, we
also change the symmetry generators which leave the solution invariant.
For the simple particular case of the solution that governs metric (6.6),
symmetries of the solution simplify as follows
K1 = ∂3, K2 = ∂1 −
c5
c17
∂4 − 3c29
c35
c317
(
z1
)2
∂u
and correspond again to two Killing vectors of the metric (6.6), though this
solution may admit more symmetries and more Killing vectors for this metric.
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Conclusion
We have obtained a description of anti-self-dual gravity in terms of solutions
of the asymmetric heavenly equation. Since so far this was the only one out
of inequivalent heavenly equations for which such a description was missing,
we thus have filled in the gap in describing ASD vacuum gravity metrics in
terms of scalar PDEs for a potential of the metric, following the original idea
of Pleban˜ski [1]. We were able to do this by using the Ashtekar-Jacobson-
Smolin-Mason-Newman theorem [7–9] as our basic tool. We have obtained
a null tetrad, coframe and ASD Ricci-flat metric defined on solutions of the
asymmetric heavenly equation.
By imposing a reality condition, we were able to determine the signature
of the real cross-section of the metric which turned out to be a neutral sig-
nature for any solution of the equation. This is a surprising fact because for
all other heavenly equations there always exist two real cross-sections, one
corresponding to Euclidean signature and the other one to neutral signature
of the corresponding ASD vacuum metric. This raises a question: how to
find a natural ‘partner’ for the asymmetric heavenly equation which, after
imposing reality conditions, would determine a real ASD vacuum metric with
Euclidean signature?
We found that the asymmetric heavenly equation was especially con-
venient for finding polynomial solutions. As a particular illustration of this
property, we have obtained the simplest nontrivial polynomial solution, which
is a general form of a cubic polynomial in all four variables that satisfies the
equation and depends on 18 free parameters. Our results are essentially sim-
plified in the particular case of the modified heavenly equation of Dubrov
and Ferapontov [4]. In this case, we were able not only locate singularities of
the metric and Riemann curvature, which are simple and third-order poles
respectively on a hyperplane parallel to z3 axis, but also present explicit
expressions for the curvature 2-forms. Explicit expressions for the metric
and curvature 2-forms were also given in the particular case of the cubic so-
lution to the asymmetric heavenly equation, where we have annihilated all
parameters with the exception of four of them.
In order to check whether our solution is invariant or noninvariant one, we
have determined all point symmetries of the asymmetric heavenly equation
and analyzed the condition for our solution to be invariant under an arbitrary
one-parameter subgroup of the Lie symmetry group. We have found that
there are two independent symmetries of the equation which leave the cubic
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solution invariant and presented an explicit form of the symmetry generators.
This implies the existence of two Killing vectors which generate continuous
symmetries of our metric.
The work on higher-order polynomial solutions, which hopefully will ad-
mit less Killing vectors if any, is currently in progress. We will also concen-
trate now on a search for an appropriate ‘partner’ of the asymmetric heavenly
equation with a real version that determines ASD vacuum metric with Eu-
clidean signature. For such an equation, we plan to construct noninvariant
solutions by using partner symmetries, the existence of which is a specific
property of heavenly equations [3], in order to obtain ASD vacuum metrics
of Euclidean signature with no Killing vectors as a step forward for finding
the metric of the gravitational K3 instanton [10].
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